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Abstract: Homeopathy has never been subjected to systematic analysis. A survey of the various Materiae Medicae shows that over 800 species of plants, 150 species of animals, and 500 chemicals (including elements) are the sources of remedies in homeopathy. As remedies are considered related with respect to their therapeutic actions for treating similar symptoms, the aim has been to classify and map plant remedies using a newly defined concept of homology. The results will be compared with cladograms based on different data sets (e.g. morphological characters and DNA sequences) to test whether a similar phylogenetic pattern exists among the plant remedies. By classifying the symptoms and establishing their relationships genuine homologies can be distinguished from homoplastic symptoms. By creating an underlying systematic structure to the homeopathic plant database it should become possible to predict novel remedies systematically.
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Abstract: In Côte d'Ivoire, West Africa, we compared dung beetle assemblages in forest and savanna habitats with different fire regimes. In May 2001 we exposed samples of 1 kg of fresh cow dung in three areas of the forest, a yam field (burned immediately before experiment), a coffee plantation (burned 1984) and in secondary forest (burned over fifty years ago). Using the same method in January 2002 we also studied the differences between burned (immediately before experiment), unburned (burned January 2001), and cut (burned January 2001, with vegetation cleared) savanna sites to determine the influence of annual bush fires. Clear differences in abundance and guild structure were seen between the dung beetle assemblages on all sites in both experiments. The abundance of beetles in both experiments was lowest in the least disturbed habitats (secondary forest and unburned savanna respectively), and highest in the sites with intermediate disturbance (coffee plantation and cut savanna). Those sites with the highest disturbance (yam field and burned savanna) showed higher numbers of telecoprds, and lower numbers of paracoprids than the intermediately disturbed sites. This is possibly due to the telecoprds (being competitively superior) assuming a more dominant role in the assemblage in disturbed areas because of their reliance on high dung temperatures which occur where there is less vegetation.
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